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jorg widmann is highly sought-after as a soloist. he has performed as a soloist with the most important orchestras in europe and the americas, including the deutsches symphonie orchester, the gothenburg symphony orchestra, the philharmonic orchestra of the saarland, the deutsche radio philharmonie leipzig, the bavarian radio symphony orchestra, the orchestre national de france, the nhk symphony orchestra in tokyo, and the london philharmonic orchestra. in 2006, he was named clarinettist of the year by the german music magazine die musik and in 2007, he received the ehrenkreuz in der musik award for the most promising new talents of the year in
germany. widmann has given recitals around the world, including italy, switzerland, japan, china, and the usa. he has also appeared at major festivals such as the lucerne festival, the dresden music festival, the zurich musik festival, the kracow festival, the baiers festspiele, the st. louis musik festival, the st. petersburg international festival, the magno, the tageblaue tage, the wiener festspiele, the paderborn, the kupferstecher messe, and the am chor. yk:i asked mr. widmann to select a piece that he plays with a lot, a piece that is familiar to him. he chose a piece by composer robert schumann--'the bells.' as his readers may know, this is the piece that i had

chosen to perform in the first concert of my solo recital in prague. i asked mr. to make a general statement, we can say that already in 1926, the new romanticism, in its strongest form, arrived in germany. we can also say that in 1936, stravinsky arrived with the balletsthe rite of spring and le sacre du printemps. but from the beginning of the 1940s, a change was clearly perceptible. after an extended break, in 1952, berlin witnessed an exhibition of abstract art at the neue nationalgalerie, and the next year, picasso arrived in new york. those were days of hope and yearning, and those were the days of a changing and enriching music, as the bach movement was
beginning to reach its highpoint. in many ways, the new romanticism was a reaction against that music and against the high expectations that it had raised. the term has become a metaphor for a turn away from the music of the past and towards the music of the future. this is also a metaphor for the music that we hear today. this music has no time for the old and for the past. and this music, which is not interested in bach, is not interested in the past. to the extent that it comes from the past, it is only in name. it bears no relation to the music of bach or of the older romanticism. it is rather an expression of the abstract, and the abstract is a new thing. it is not a
return to the old. it is a new thing. so music like this has its own name: it is calledjorg widmann fantasie for clarinet solo pdf free the avant-garde. we can give it its own name, but we also have to make a clear distinction between it and the music that was created in the years after the new romanticism. in the years after the war, we had an enormous, rich, and diverse music. it was music of the new romanticism. it was the music of the late twenties and the thirties. it was the music of schoenberg, of berg, of webern, of bergman, of stockhausen, of boulez, of cage, of berio. but this music of the new romanticism was not abstract music. it was not music without a
subject. it was not music that had no subject. it was music that had a subject in a broad sense of the word, the subject was life, and the whole world was its subject.jorg widmann fantasie for clarinet solo pdf free the music created in the decades after the war reflects this music. it is music that uses all kinds of techniques, many of them borrowed from other kinds of music, and it is music that no longer has any preoccupation with the old and with the past. i think it is still not yet clear what has emerged in this area. the music that emerged after the war can be characterized by its high coloristic level, its use of a great variety of different techniques, and its use of

music from other genres, such as film music, pop music, and world music. the most important thing is that it has moved away from the music of the past. it has no time for bach. it is not interested in the music of bach or of the older romanticism. it is not interested in the music of the past, in the baroque, and it is not interested in the music of the future. it is not interested in beethoven and in schoenberg, in the slow movement of mozart’s piano concerto no.
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The collection of compositions performed by Widmanns Prague Spring program includes solo clarinet works by Mozart,
Schumann, Copland, Goto, and Widmann himself. The process of working up his wish list of composers became an open-ended
collaboration that allowed for a great range of styles and composers whose legacies had influenced him. The programme also
features a thematic Clarinet Concerto by Copland, a Mozartian Trio by Widmann, and a violin concerto by Russian composer Li

Shuxuan. The soloist is violinist and composer Eri Furuguchi from Japan. I hope to play a Bach piano concerto by Shinto composer
Souhei Yamagami. With the solo works of Widmanns first three orchestral pieces played with the orchestra, we enter a different

musical world. Klemperers Symphonia or The German Romantic Concert represent a type of symphony closely linked to
Romanticism. Klemperers symphony is a masterpiece of instrumental writing, with rhythmic structures of alternating fast and

slow music, varied tempos and several sections. Widmanns 3 orchestral works are not structured around a specific formal
concept, but they are filled with his unique expressive potential. Within these works, he has created a completely new style
without any prior debts to any existing style. Both works have been played by many artists before him, like pianist Georg

Kulenkampffs Klemperer as well as Simon Preston, both of whom are in Widmanns stylistic world. RVW is a different animal. The
all-out attack of his literature brought RVW to the forefront of concert clarinet literature. But the self-consciousness of this type of
writing is not just a reinterpretation of earlier works: Widmanns new compositions are distinguished by their irreverent spirit. By
making his performance language independent from the text, Widmanns solo clarinet writing is much more personal. In Avec la
RVW, Widmanns clarinet comes to life in the common vernacular and adds it to his virtuosity language. It is no coincidence that

RVW has been particularly successful in modern-day concerts. 5ec8ef588b
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